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Abstract. Searches for pair production of supersymmetric particles in e+e− collisions at centre-of-mass
energy of 183 GeV have been performed on DELPHI data under the assumption that R-parity is not
conserved. Only one R-parity violating coupling of λ type, which couples the sleptons to the leptons (LLĒ
term), is considered to be dominant at a time. Since in models with R-parity violation any supersymmet-
ric particle can be the lightest one, searches for charginos, neutralinos, sleptons and squarks have been
performed both for direct R-parity violating decays and for indirect cascade decays. Morever, it is as-
sumed that the strength of the R-parity violating couplings is such that the lifetimes can be neglected.
The present study of supersymmetric particle pair production is used to exclude domains of the Minimal
Supersymmetric Standard Model parameter space previously explored under the assumption of R-parity
conservation.

1 Introduction

This paper presents the searches for pair produced neu-
tralinos, charginos and sfermions performed in the data
sample collected by the DELPHI detector at centre-of-
mass energy of 183 GeV, in the hypothesis of R-parity vi-
olation with only one dominant λijk coupling, which cou-
ples the sleptons to the leptons.

1.1 The R-parity violating lagrangian

The construction of a supersymmetric extension of the
Standard Model leads to a lagrangian containing terms al-
lowed by the SU(3)×SU(2)×U(1) gauge symmetry which
violate either baryon number (B) or lepton number (L)
[1]. If present, these terms would induce a proton decay
rate larger by many orders of magnitude than the exper-
imental limits. In the Minimal Supersymmetric extension
of the Standard Model (MSSM) [2,3], one adds a new dis-
crete symmetry which eliminates the possibility to have
such B and L violating terms in the superpotential. This
new symmetry, called “R-parity”, can be translated in a
multiplicatively conserved quantum number Rp defined as
Rp = (−1)3B+L+2S for a particle with spin S [4]. Stan-
dard particles have even R-parity, and the corresponding
superpartners have odd R-parity. The MSSM is designed

to conserve R-parity: it is phenomenologically justified by
proton decay constraints, and by the hope that a neu-
tral Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) will provide
a good dark matter candidate. However, from a theoreti-
cal point of view, R-parity conservation is not needed in
supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model.

Retaining the same minimal particle content as in the
MSSM, a more general superpotential containing the three
following terms [5]:

λijkLiLjĒk + λ′
ijkLiQjD̄k + λ′′

ijkŪiD̄jD̄k

is obtained by removing its invariance with respect to
the R-parity symmetry. In the above formula, i, j and
k are the generation indices, L (Q) denote the lepton
(quark) doublet superfields, Ē (Ū , D̄) denote the lepton
(up and down quark) singlet superfields, λijk, λ′

ijk and
λ′′

ijk are Yukawa couplings. The two first terms violate
L conservation, and the third one B conservation. Since
λijk = −λjik, λ′′

ijk = −λ′′
ikj , there are 9 λijk, 27 λ′

ijk and 9
λ′′

ikj leading to 45 additional couplings. Nevertheless, as al-
ready mentioned above, all R-parity violating (6Rp) terms
cannot be simultaneously present without contradicting
present experimental limit on proton lifetime [6,7].

One major phenomenological consequence of the R-
parity violation is that the LSP is allowed to decay to
standard fermions. This fact modifies the signatures of su-
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persymmetric particle production compared to those ex-
pected in the case of R-parity conservation. Moreover, sin-
gle sparticle production is possible [8], under more restric-
tive conditions than pair production, in particular on the
R-parity violating coupling strength involved not only in
the sparticle decay but also in the resonant cross-section.

1.2 Pair production of supersymmetric particles

In the MSSM, the masses and mixing angles of the neu-
tralinos and the charginos are determined by the values of
the four parameters M1, M2, the U(1) and SU(2) gaugino
mass parameters at the electroweak scale, µ, the mixing
mass term of the Higgs doublets at the electroweak scale
and tanβ, the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of
the two Higgs doublets. The assumption that the gaug-
ino masses are unified at the GUT scale implies M1 =
5
3 tan2θW M2 ' 1

2M2 at the electroweak scale.
The neutralinos and the charginos are produced by

pairs in the s-channel via γ or Z exchange, or via t-channel
exchange of a selectron (sneutrino) for the neutralinos
(charginos) (Fig. 1). The t-channel exchange is suppressed
when the slepton masses are high enough. It is also as-
sumed that m0, the scalar common mass at the GUT scale,
determines the slepton masses. When the selectron mass is
sufficiently small (less than 100 GeV/c2), the neutralino
production can be enhanced, because of the t-channel ẽ
exchange contribution. On the contrary, if the ν̃e mass
is in the same range, the chargino cross-section can de-
crease due to destructive interference between the s- and
t-channel amplitudes. If the dominant component of neu-
tralinos and charginos is the higgsino (|µ| � M2), the
production cross-sections are large and insensitive to slep-
ton masses. The appropriate MSSM parameters to con-
sider in the general scan are then M2, µ, tanβ and m0.
Depending on the values of the different parameters, the
cross-sections at

√
s = 183 GeV vary typically from 0.1 to

10 pb.
The sfermion mass-eigenstates, f̃1 and f̃2 (f: q or l, f̃1

lighter than f̃2), are obtained from the two supersymmetric
scalar partners f̃L and f̃R of the corresponding left and
right-handed fermion [9,10]:

f̃1 = f̃L cosφf̃ + f̃R sinφf̃
f̃2 = –f̃L sinφf̃ + f̃R cosφf̃

where φf̃ is the mixing angle with 0 ≤ φf̃ ≤ π. According
to the equations which give the sfermion masses (see for
example in [3]), the left-handed sfermions are likely to be
heavier than their right-handed counterparts. The f̃L–f̃R
mixing is related to the off-diagonal terms of the scalar
squared-mass matrix. It is proportional to the fermion
mass, and is small compared to the diagonal terms, with
the possible exception of the third family sfermion [11].
The lighter stop t̃1 is then probably the lightest squark.
This is due not only to the mixing effect but also to the
effect of the large top Yukawa coupling; both tend to de-
crease the mass of t̃1 [12]. The lightest charged slepton is

probably the τ̃1. For small values of tanβ, τ̃1 is predom-
inantly a τ̃R, and it is not so much lighter than ẽR and
µ̃R.

Sfermions can be produced via s-channel Z or γ ex-
change (the latter only in the case of charged sfermions)
as shown in Fig. 1; the production cross-section depends
on the sfermion mass. The ν̃e (ẽ) can also be produced via
the exchange of a chargino (neutralino) in the t-channel,
and then the cross-section depends also on the χ̃± (χ̃0)
mass and field composition and thereby on the four MSSM
parameters mentioned above. In the case of the third gen-
eration, the dependence of the sfermion-sfermion-Z cou-
pling on the mixing angle φf̃ has direct consequences on
the cross-section. In particular, the Zt̃1

¯̃t1 coupling van-
ishes for the mixing angle φt̃ = 0.98 rad [13].

1.3 Decays of supersymmetric particles

• Direct decay
In a direct decay the sparticle decays, either directly or via
a sparticle virtual exchange, to standard particles through
an 6Rp vertex. A direct decay is the only possibility when
the sparticle is the LSP. If for example the ν̃ is the LSP, it
can decay directly into a pair of charged leptons through
the λijk 6Rp operators. If on the other hand the lightest
neutralino χ̃0

1 is the LSP, then it can decay into a lep-
ton and a virtual slepton with the subsequent decay of
the virtual slepton to leptons via the R-parity violating λ
couplings (see Fig. 2a,b).

• Indirect decay
In an indirect decay the sparticle first decays through an
Rp-conserving vertex to a standard particle and an on-
shell sparticle which then decays through an 6Rp vertex.
A typical example is the Rp decay χ̃+

1 → χ̃0
1+ W∗+ and

the subsequent decay of χ̃0
1 through the 6Rp couplings (see

Fig. 2–d). The indirect decay mode usually dominates
when there is enough phase space available in the decay
between “mother” and “daughter” sparticles. When the
difference of masses between these two sparticles is larger
than 5–10 GeV the indirect mode tends to dominate. Re-
gions of the parameter space where one has a “dynamic”
suppression of the Rp conserving modes also exist. In this
case, even if the sparticle is not the LSP, it decays through
an 6Rp mode. For example, if the field component of the
two lightest neutralinos is mainly the photino, then the
indirect decay χ̃0

2 → χ̃0
1 Z∗ is suppressed.

• Neutralino and chargino decay
In the case of a dominant λijk coupling, the sleptons cou-
ple to the leptons. The decay of the lightest neutralino
leads to one neutrino and two charged leptons. The heav-
ier neutralinos and the charginos, depending on their mass
difference with χ̃0

1, can either decay directly into three lep-
tons, or decay to χ̃0

1, via for example virtual Z or W, as
illustrated on Fig. 2 and in Table 1. Note that, even if
the λ couplings lead to purely leptonic decay modes of
the lightest neutralino, the indirect decay of chargino or
heavier neutralinos may contain hadrons in the final state
depending on the decay modes of W∗ and Z∗. In order to
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Fig. 1. Neutralino, chargino and
sfermion pair production diagrams
(i, j = 1, ..4; k, l = 1, 2). In the
s-channel neutralinos and neutral
sfermions are produced only via the Z

Fig. 2a–e. Neutralino and chargino
decay diagrams. a: χ̃0 direct decay;
b: χ̃± direct decay; in these dia-
grams the λ indicates the 6Rp vertex.
c, e: χ̃0

2 indirect decay; d: χ̃± indi-
rect decay; the subsequent neutralino
6Rp decay is shown in a

Table 2. Final states in χ̃0
i , χ̃± pair production when a λ

coupling is dominant ( 6E ≡ missing energy)

Final states Direct Indirect
decay of decay of

2l+ 6E χ̃+
1 χ̃−

1

4l+ 6E χ̃0
1χ̃

0
1, χ̃+

1 χ̃−
1 χ̃0

2χ̃
0
1

6l χ̃+
1 χ̃−

1

6l+ 6E χ̃+
1 χ̃−

1 , χ̃0
2χ̃

0
1

4l + 2 jets + 6E χ̃0
2χ̃

0
1

4l + 4 jets + 6E χ̃+
1 χ̃−

1

5l + 2 jets + 6E χ̃+
1 χ̃−

1

cover both the direct and indirect decays of χ̃0
i and χ̃±,

the analysis has to be sensitive to the final states listed in
Table 2.

• Sfermion decay
A sneutrino with a mass lower than or very close to that
of the χ̃0

1 or χ̃± mass, may decay directly to two charged
leptons through an λijkLiLjĒk operator (Fig. 3a). The
possible decays are: ν̃i → l+j l−k and ν̃j → l+i l−k . If the
sneutrino is not the LSP, the indirect decays ν̃→ χ̃0

1ν, ν̃→
χ̃0

2ν, ν̃→ χ̃±l∓ are allowed (Fig. 3c), depending on the
MSSM parameters; the χ̃0

2 and χ̃± could also decay di-
rectly or indirectly, as previously explained. Furthermore
the so-called “mixed decay” is possible when one ν̃ in a
pair decays directly and the other indirectly.

Sleptons may also decay directly to Standard Model
particles via a λijk coupling. The possible decays then
are: l̃Lj → lkνi, l̃Li → lkνj , l̃Rk → ljνi, liνj (Fig. 3b). The
topologies arising from sleptons decaying indirectly via
the lightest neutralino l̃→ χ̃0

1l, consist of three charged

Table 3. Charged slepton and sneutrino pair production final
states

Decay type Pair production signature
Direct ν̃ → l+l− 4l

Indirect ν̃ → ν χ̃0
1 4l+ 6E

ν̃ → ν χ̃0
2 same as χ̃ analyses

ν̃ → l± χ̃± multilepton or lepton+jets

Direct l̃± → l±ν 2l(acoplanar)+6E
Indirect l̃± → l± χ̃0

1 same as χ̃ analyses
l̃± → ν χ̃± with ≤ 2 extra leptons or 6E

leptons and missing energy (Fig. 3d). The latter decay is
dominant in most of the MSSM parameter space. A mixed
decay (one charged slepton decaying directly, the other
one indirectly) is also possible. The final states resulting
from sneutrino and slepton pair production are listed in
Table 3.

Finally, the squarks cannot decay directly to Stan-
dard Model particles through an LLĒ operator; only the
indirect decays via the lightest neutralino are possible
(e.g t̃ → cχ̃0

1, b̃ → bχ̃0
1).

1.4 λijk couplings

Upper limits on the λijk couplings can be derived from
Standard Model processes [8,14–16], mainly charged-
current universality, lepton universality, νµ−e scattering,
forward-backward asymmetry in e+e− collisions, and
bounds on νe-Majorana mass. Most present indirect limits
on the λ couplings derived from SM processes are in the
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Table 1. Possible decays of neutralinos and charginos when a λ coupling is dominant

Direct decay χ̃0
1→ νl+l− χ̃0

2 → νl+l− χ̃+
1 → ννl+, l+l−l+

Indirect decay χ̃0
2 → Z∗ χ̃0

1, Z∗ → ff̄ χ̃+
1 → W ∗+ χ̃0

1, W ∗+ → ff̄ ′

χ̃0
2 → χ̃0

1l
+l−, χ̃0

1γ χ̃+
1 → χ̃0

1νll
+

Fig. 3a–d. Sneutrino and charged
slepton decay diagrams. a: ν̃ direct de-
cay; b: l̃ direct decay; in these dia-
grams the λ indicates the 6Rp vertex.
c: ν̃ indirect decay via a χ̃0; d: l̃ indi-
rect decay via a χ̃0

range of 10−3 to 10−1; the most stringent upper limit is
given for λ133.

In case of pair production of supersymmetric parti-
cles, Rp is conserved at the production vertex and the
cross-section does not depend on the 6Rp couplings. On the
contrary, the 6Rp decay width depends on the λ strength,
which then determines the mean decay length of the LSP.
If the LSP is a neutralino or a chargino, the partial width
is of a typical form for a fermion three-body decay [8] (see
diagrams a and b in Fig. 2) and the mean decay length is
given by [17,18]:

L(cm) = 0.3 (βγ)
(

ml̃

100 GeV/c2

)4

×
(

1 GeV/c2

m
χ̃

)5
1
λ2 (1)

where λ = λijk and βγ = P
χ̃
/m

χ̃
. If the LSP is a sfermion,

its 6Rp decay is a two-body decay (see diagrams a and b
in Fig. 3), and the mean decay length is given by:

L(cm) = 10−12 (βγ)

(
1 GeV/c2

m
f̃

)
1
λ2 (2)

The analyses presented in this paper are valid if the R-
parity violating decays are close to the production vertex,
which means that the LSP flight path is shorter than a few
centimeters. Considering the upper limits on the λijk de-
rived from the Standard Model constraints and according
to equation 1, the analyses are not sensitive in case of a
light χ̃ (MχLSP

≤10 GeV/c2), due first to the term m
χ̃

−5

and second to the term (βγ) which becomes important.
Moreover, when studying χ̃ decays, for typical masses con-
sidered in this study, the analyses have a lower limit in
sensitivity on the λ coupling of the order of 10−4 to 10−5.
In the opposite case, when the R-parity violating strength

is very small, the LSP escapes the tracking devices before
decaying and the results of the searches performed under
the assumption of Rp conservation are recovered [19]. To
investigate intermediate coupling values, specific searches
for displaced vertices should be performed.

For all the analyses presented in this paper, it was
assumed that only one λijk is dominant at a time. Two
kinds of searches have been performed:

• The first search assumes that λ122 is dominant (i.e
the charged leptons coming from 6Rp decay are muons
and electrons). In this case the neutralino decays into
eνµµ or µνeµ with a branching ratio of 50 % for each
channel. Then the corresponding final state for χ̃0

1 pair
production is: missing energy, coming from the unde-
tected neutrinos, and 2e2µ (≈ 25%) or 1e3µ (≈ 50%)
or 4µ (≈ 25%). This is the most efficient case since the
selection criteria depends on e and µ identification.

• The second search assumes that λ133 is dominant,
meaning that the leptons from 6Rp decay are mainly
taus, and electrons. This is the case with the lowest ef-
ficiency due to the presence of several taus in the final
state.

The efficiencies for the other λijk lie between these two
extreme cases. Two different λijk can lead to the same
final state, and therefore the same efficiency ranges. For
example, the results of the analysis designed for the ν̃e
direct decay via λ133 can be applied to the ν̃µ direct decay
via λ233 (see Sects. 3.2 and 4.2).

2 Data samples

The data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
53 pb−1 collected during 1997 by the DELPHI detector
[20] at centre-of-mass energy around 183 GeV were anal-
ysed. For the analyses depending on electron identifica-
tion, an integrated luminosity of 50.7 pb−1 was used after
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having imposed stringent data quality conditions on the
barrel electromagnetic calorimeter.

Background contributions coming from the Standard
Model processes e+e−→ f f̄γ, γγ, e+e−, Weνe, Ze+e−,
W+W−, ZZ were considered. Event samples correspond-
ing to the qq̄(nγ), τ+τ−(γ) and µ+µ−(γ) final states were
produced by PYTHIA [21], KORALZ [22] and DYMU3
[23] respectively. Two-photon (γγ) interactions leading to
leptonic final states were generated with the BDK pro-
gram [24]; the reaction γγ→ hadrons was generated using
TWOGAM [25]; biased samples containing events with a
minimal transverse energy of 4 GeV were used. For the
study of four-fermion final states, the PYTHIA generator
was used; a cross-check was performed using four-fermion
final states generated with EXCALIBUR [26].

To evaluate signal efficiencies, sparticle production was
generated using SUSYGEN [27]. Neutralino and chargino
pair productions were considered at several points in the
MSSM parameter space with different values of tanβ (from
1 to 30), m0 (between 5 GeV/c2 and 500 GeV/c2), µ (be-
tween -200 GeV/c2 and 200 GeV/c2) and M2 (between
5 and 400 GeV/c2), for both λ122 and λ133 searches. To
study sneutrino pair production, several signal configura-
tions were generated: a ν̃ mass range from 50 to 90 GeV/c2

was covered, with λ133 or λ122, and with Br(ν̃ → l+l−) =
100%. Events with sneutrino indirect decay were also sim-
ulated, for different ν̃ and χ̃ masses, in order to cover sev-
eral ranges of mass difference between sneutrinos and neu-
tralinos. The same type of procedure was applied to simu-
late charged slepton pair production and to study their di-
rect and indirect decays. Finally, stop decays into a charm
quark and a neutralino with the subsequent 6Rp decay of
the neutralino into leptons via a λijk coupling were also
generated for several sets of stop and neutralino masses.

In the simulation of signal events, the λ parameters
were set to their present experimental upper limits: λ122 =
0.04 and λ133 = 0.003.

All generated signal events were processed with the
DELPHI detector simulation program DELSIM.

3 Analyses description

Lepton identification. It is provided by different detector
informations as described in [20]. Electron identification
algorithm uses both the information from the dE/dX mea-
surement of the main tracking detector, the Time Projec-
tion Chamber, and the energy deposition in the electro-
magnetic calorimeters. Throughout this algorithm, three
different levels of tagging are provided which classify elec-
trons with momentum above 2 GeV/c. The analyses de-
scribed in the following used the less severe level of tag-
ging (”loose” tag) which give a typical efficiency of 80%
with a probability of identifying a pion for an electron
of 1.6%. Muon identification algorithm relies on the as-
sociation of charged particles with signals from the muon
chambers, providing with four levels of tag. The analyses
assuming that λ122 is dominant used the two most severe
levels (”standard” or ”tight” tags) which have typical ef-
ficiencies of 86% and 76% respectively with a probability

of identifying a pion as a muon of 0.7% and 0.4% respec-
tively. The analyses concerning λ133 coupling used a less
severe level of tag (”loose” tag) which has a typical effi-
ciency of 95% with a probability of identifying a pion as
a muon of 1.5%.

Jet reconstruction. As already mentioned, indirect decays
of neutralinos or charginos can give two or more jets in the
final state, beside leptons and missing energy. Moreover,
in the case of the λ133 coupling, the τ decays give iso-
lated leptons or thin jets. The DURHAM [28] algorithm
was used to reconstruct the jets. In order to cover the dif-
ferent topologies, the jet number was not fixed, and the
jet charged multiplicity could be low (thin jets with one
charged particle were possible), or could be zero in case
of neutral jets. For each event, the DURHAM algorithm
was applied to reconstruct from two to eight jets. The cor-
responding jet parameters were stored, in particular the
transition value Ymn of the Ycut in the DURHAM algo-
rithm at which the event changes from a n-jet to a m-jet
configuration.

3.1 Neutralinos and charginos decay

The analyses described below were designed to cover all
the final states listed in Table 2 as well as final states
produced when the chargino is the LSP. Only the 2l+
6E topology coming from direct chargino decays is not ex-
plicitly studied, since the region in the MSSM parameter
space where this decay dominates is already covered by
LEP1 model independent lower limit on the chargino mass
(mχ± > 45 GeV/c2) [29].

3.1.1 λ122 case

Events were selected if they satisfied the following crite-
ria:

• the charged multiplicity had to be greater than three,
as the minimum number of charged particles expected
in these topologies is four;

• the missing transverse momentum, pt, was greater than
5 GeV/c and the polar angle of the missing momentum
was between 20◦ and 160◦.

This set of criteria reduced mainly the background coming
from Bhabha scattering and two-photon processes. The
following requirements were based on the lepton charac-
teristics of the signal:

• at least two identified muons were asked;
• the energy of the most energetic identified lepton had

to be greater than 10%
√

s;
• an isolation criterion was imposed for the identified

leptons (no other charged particle in a half cone of
seven degrees around the lepton).

At this stage, most of the hadronic final states from f f̄γ,
ZZ and W+W− production were removed. The final cri-
teria were designed to reduce contamination from the re-
maining semi-leptonic four-fermion final states:
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• at least two of the identified leptons had to be leading
particles in the jets;

• the polar angle of the jets in case of four, five, or six-jet
topologies had to be between 20◦ and 160◦;

• the missing energy was at least 20%
√

s.
At the end of the selection procedure, no event re-

mained, while 0.7 events were expected from Standard
Model processes, most of which came from W+W−(as
shown in Table 5). For χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1 the selection efficiencies were

in the range 45–60%, for χ̃+
1 χ̃−

1 : 20–50%; and for χ̃0
2χ̃

0
1: 25–

40%, for all the values of µ, M2 considered in this paper
(see Table 5).

3.1.2 λ133 case

The τ decay gives isolated leptons or thin jets and neu-
trinos. In this case the missing energy is expected to be
greater than in the λ122 case due to the presence of neu-
trinos, coming not only from neutralino or chargino 6 Rp

decay, but also from τ decay.
Events were preselected if they satisfied the following

criteria:
• at least one lepton was required;
• the number of charged particles had to be greater than

three;
• the total energy and the energy from charged particles

had to be greater than 0.18
√

s and 0.16
√

s respectively.
These above criteria removed around 99% of two-photon
event samples used.

Several criteria were based on the missing quantities:
• the missing pt had to be greater than 5 GeV/c;
• the polar angle of the missing momentum had to be

between 27◦ and 153◦;
• the missing energy had to be at least 0.30

√
s.

These requirements were efficient in suppressing the back-
ground coming from Bhabha, two-photon and ff̄γ pro-
cesses.

For events with fewer than eight charged particles, at
least one lepton was required, whereas events with eight
or more charged particles had to contain at least two lep-
tons. In both cases, the energy of the most energetic lep-
ton had to be greater than 5 GeV, and there should be no
other charged particle in a 10◦ half cone around the iden-
tified lepton(s). These criteria removed f f̄γ and hadronic
ZZ and W+W− events. In Fig. 4 the distributions of the
missing pt, the energy of the most energetic lepton, and
the minimum angle between the lepton and the nearest
charged particle are presented. The agreement between
real data and simulated background is fairly good. The
distribution for simulated signal (χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1) is also plotted; it

is scaled by a factor 10 in order to be visible.
The final selection was based on the jet characteristics

and topologies. First, the Y34 value had to be greater than
10−3, which reduced the f f̄γ contribution (Fig. 5). In case
of four-jet or five-jet topologies, four charged jets were
required. In case of a four jet topology, a cut was applied
on the value of Ej

min×θjajb

min where Ej
min is the energy of the

less energetic jet, and θjajb

min is the minimum angle between
any pair of jets. These requirements significantly reduced

the background from f f̄γ, γγ, W+W− production. The
number of remaining real and simulated data events after
these criteria are reported in Table 4.

For χ̃0
1χ̃

0
1 the selection efficiencies were in the range

22–34 %; for χ̃+
1 χ̃−

1 : 20–37%; and for χ̃0
2χ̃

0
1: 20–25%. Three

events remained after the selection procedure with 3.3 ex-
pected from standard background processes, mainly from
W+W− (Table 5).

The results obtained for both λ122 and λ133 couplings
are summarized in Table 5.

3.2 Sneutrinos decay

The final state in ν̃ ˜̄ν production is typically purely lep-
tonic. This is the case both for direct decay (4l) and for
the dominant indirect decay via the lightest neutralino
(4l+ 6E ). The latter decay is the dominant indirect mode
since the results coming from chargino search (see
Sect. 4.1) imply that the indirect decay to χ̃±l∓ is negli-
gible for a ν̃ with a mass lower than 90 GeV/c2.

In the case of the direct decay, the final states are
µµµµ (ν̃e pair) or eeµµ (ν̃µ pair) with λ122 and ττττ (ν̃e
pair) or eeττ (ν̃τ pair) with λ133. The 4 τ final state is
also possible in the case of ν̃µ pair decaying with a λ233
coupling. In the case of the indirect decay in νχ̃0

1, the
same final states are obtained as for χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1 production, with

more missing energy. They depend on the λijk coupling,
since the charged leptons are produced in the χ̃0

1 6Rp decay.
Therefore the efficiencies do not depend on the sneutrino
type, but on the sneutrino and neutralino masses.

To be more efficient for all these purely leptonic final
states, with at least four leptons, the selection criteria have
been strengthened with respect to the chargino/neutralino
analyses. In the case λ122 dominates, the highest selection
efficiency was obtained from the direct decays as described
below; the indirect decays lead to final states already cov-
ered by the chargino and neutralino analysis described
previously in Sect. 3.1.1. In the case of the λ133 coupling,
the same analysis was used to study both direct and indi-
rect decays since they lead to the same type of final state,
only with some difference in missing energy.

3.2.1 λ122 case

If λ122 is the dominant 6Rp coupling, the direct decay mode
leads to four leptons (µ or/and e) in the final state. The
selection criteria are described below:

• the charged multiplicity had to be four;
• at least two muons were required;
• the total energy from charged particles had to be

greater than 33%
√

s;
• no other charged particle in a half cone of 10◦ around

the lepton, was demanded;
• the total event charge had to be 0;
• the missing energy had to be less than 55%

√
s;

• the thrust value had to be less than 0.95.
No event remained in the data after these criteria with
0.73 expected from standard background processes,
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Fig. 4. Neutralino and chargino
search with the λ133 coupling domi-
nant: missing transverse momentum,
energy of the most energetic lepton
and isolation angle distributions for
the data (black dots), expected back-
ground from standard model processes
(hatched) and χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1 signal (dotted

line) generated for m
χ̃1
0

= 34 GeV/c2.

The signal distribution has been scaled
(see text) in order to be visible. The
arrows show the applied cuts

�
�
�
�

34

Fig. 5. Neutralino and chargino search
with a dominant λ coupling: log10(Y34)
distribution for the data (black dots)
and the expected background from
standard model processes (hatched his-
togram). A scaled signal distribution
(generated for m

χ̃1
0

= 34 GeV/c2) is

also plotted to show that the applied
cut removes less than 1% of the signal,
and half of the background
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Table 4. List of selection criteria in searches for neutralino and chargino
decays via the λ133 coupling

Selection criteria for λ133 coupling Data MC
At least one lepton
Ncharged ≥ 4
Etot ≥ 18%

√
s, Echarged ≥ 16%

√
s

Missing pt > 5 GeV/c, 27o ≤ Θmiss ≤ 153o 1551 1479 ± 13
El

max ≥ 5 GeV 996 965 ± 10
Θmin

lepton−chargedparticle ≥ 10o 293 286 ± 4
Emiss >30%

√
s 174 166 ± 3

If Ncharged ≥ 8, Nlepton ≥ 2 70 69.2 ± 2.1
E30o

cone ≤ 50% Etotal

Y34 ≥ 0.001 33 29.5 ± 1.2
In case of four or five jets, at least four charged jets 14 17.9 ± 0.9
Case of four jets:
Ej

min ∗ θj1,j2
min ≥ 0.5 GeV rad,

Ej
min ∗ θj1,j2

min ≥ 5 GeV rad if Ncharged > 8
20o ≤ θjet ≤ 160o 3 3.3 ± 0.3

Table 5. Neutralino and chargino analyses: efficiency ranges for pair production processes, and data
and Monte Carlo events selected for both λ122 and λ133. The neutralino and chargino mass ranges in the
simulated signals are 15–50 GeV/c2 and 45–90 GeV/c2 respectively

Process Efficiency Selected events
range in % Data total MC f f̄γ Ze+e− W+W− ZZ

χ̃0
1χ̃

0
1 45–60

λ122 χ̃0
2χ̃

0
1 25–40 0 0.7±0.1 0.10±0.11 0. 0.40±0.08 0.23±0.03

χ̃+
1 χ̃−

1 20–50
χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1 22–34

λ133 χ̃0
2χ̃

0
1 20–25 3 3.3±0.3 0.13±0.11 0.14±0.14 2.73±0.23 0.31±0.06

χ̃+
1 χ̃−

1 20–37

mainly from the leptonic final states of the ZZ process
(see Table 6). The efficiencies were evaluated by gener-
ating sneutrino pair production with masses from 50 to
90 GeV/c2 and they were in the range 60–80% depend-
ing on the sneutrino mass (Table 7). In case of the sneu-
trino indirect decay, covered by the neutralino analysis,
no detailed study has been performed to determine the
efficiency as a function of mν̃ and m

χ̃0 since it has been
done carefully in case of λ133 coupling, which leads to the
most conservative results.

3.2.2 λ133 case

The preselection criteria were the same as in the case of
chargino/neutralino studies, except that an upper limit of
eight was set on the number of charged particles; the pre-
selection eliminated more than 90% of all Standard Model
backgrounds. A minimum requirement on the missing en-
ergy was imposed even in case of 4l final states, due to
the τ decay which produces a certain amount of missing

energy. But compared to the neutralino decay in which
neutrinos are produced directly, the missing energy is less
important, therefore the limit was set to 0.1

√
s. The miss-

ing longitudinal momentum had to be less than 70 GeV/c.
The isolation criteria applied for the identified lep-

ton(s) were also modified. If there were exactly four
charged particles, the minimum angle between a lepton
and the nearest charged particle had to be greater than
20◦ otherwise it had to be greater than 6◦.

As for the chargino/neutralino selection, several crite-
ria were based on the jet characteristics. The DURHAM
Y34 and Y45 values (see Sect. 3.1) had to be greater than
1.8 · 10−3 and 4 · 10−4 respectively. In case of a four jet
topology, there had to be no neutral jet, at least one jet
with its leading particle identified as a lepton, and a min-
imum angle of 20◦ between any pair of jets. The value of
Ej

min×θjajb

min (see Sect. 3.1.2) had to be greater than 1 GeV
rad, and greater than 4 GeV rad if the number of charged
tracks was equal to eight.

One event remained after this selection with 1.8 ex-
pected from standard background processes. The back-
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Table 6. Background contributions from standard model processes in the sneutrino analysis

Coupling Data MC γγ f f̄γ Ze+e− W+W− ZZ
λ122 0 0.73±0.19 0.14±0.01 0.19±0.18 0. 0. 0.40±0.06
λ133 1 1.81±0.28 0.57±0.20 0. 0.14±0.14 0.67±0.11 0.42±0.07

Table 7. Sneutrino analysis: efficiency ranges in the different cases studied, and
data and Monte Carlo events remaining after the applied selection. Sneutrinos
were generated with masses in the range 50–90 GeV/c2

Coupling Decay Characteristics Efficiency Selected events
range in % Data MC

λ122 ν̃e→ µ+µ− Direct decay 60–80 0 0.8±0.1
ν̃µ→ e±µ∓ Direct decay 50–70
ν̃e→ τ+τ− Direct decay 32–37
ν̃τ→ e±τ∓ Direct decay 41–47

λ133 20 <χ̃0
1 mass < 30 18–29 1 1.8±0.2

ν̃→ χ̃0
1ν 30 <χ̃0

1 mass < 40 27–36
χ̃0

1 mass > 40 35–39

ground was mainly due to W+W−, γγ and ZZ production
(Table 6). The selection efficiencies for both direct and
indirect decays are summarized in Table 7.

3.3 Charged sleptons decay

Right-handed sleptons1 have been studied here, because
their production cross-section is lower than for the left-
handed ones, therefore leading to more conservative re-
sults. A particular analysis is devoted to the search for
the direct decay of the slepton pair, leading to the 2l+6E
final state. According to our present limit on the chargino
mass (see Sect. 4.1), the branching fraction of the indi-
rect slepton decay into νχ̃± is negligible; the dominant
indirect decay into lχ̃0

1 gives mostly purely leptonic final
states, with at least six charged leptons. The selection effi-
ciencies depend on the slepton and neutralino masses, but
contrary to the ν̃ case, for any given type of coupling, they
also depend on the slepton family since there are always
two leptons of the same flavour in the final state.

• Analysis of direct slepton decays
With λ133 coupling, among the right-handed sleptons,
only the τ̃R can decay directly, and it has two decay
modes: τ̃→ τνe (50%), τ̃→ e ντ (50%). Then the final state
in pair production of τ̃ is: missing energy + ee (25%), e τ
(50%), ττ (25%). Three specific analyses were performed
for the three components of the final state. Several prese-
lection criteria were common to the ee + 6E and eτ+ 6E
analyses:

• the missing pt had to be greater than 20 GeV/c and
the polar angle of the missing momentum was required
to lie between 25◦ and 155◦;

1 In this section the term “slepton” means charged slepton

• the acollinearity had to be greater than 10◦ and the
acoplanarity less than 160◦;

• the energy of the most energetic photon was required
to be less than 10 GeV.

Then different criteria were applied to discriminate be-
tween the two channels:
ee + 6E final state

• two electrons were required; the angle between them
had to be at least 10◦ and at most 160◦;

• the energy of each electron had to be greater than
10 GeV, and the sum of their energies less than
110 GeV;

• the neutral multiplicity of the event had to be less than
2.

After the above selection, no event remained in the data
with 1.3 expected from standard background processes
(see Table 8).
eτ+ 6E final state

• the charged multiplicity and the neutral multiplicity
had to be both less than 5;

• at least one electron was required, and not more than
one muon;

• if one muon was tagged, the charged multiplicity had
to be two (one µ, one e);

• the total event charge had to be 0;
• the total energy in charged particles had to be greater

than 5%
√

s and lower than 65%
√

s;
• the minimum angle between the lepton and the closest

charged particle had to be at least 10◦, at most 160◦,
and the minimum angle between the lepton and the
nearest neutral had to be greater than 10◦;

• the total electromagnetic energy had to be at least
10 GeV, and the total leptonic energy had to be be-
tween 10 and 110 GeV
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Table 8. Slepton direct decay: efficiencies for several values of τ̃ masses and data
and Monte Carlo events remaining after the applied selection, for both channels

Channel Efficiencies (%) as function Selected events
of τ̃ mass (GeV/c2)

50 55 60 65 70 75 80 Data Background
e e + 6E 30 32 35 33 35 41 40 0 1.3±0.1
e τ+ 6E 19 21 22 22 22 27 29 1 2.8±0.2

After applying the above criteria one event remained in
the data with 2.8 expected from standard background pro-
cesses (Table 8).

For the ττ+6E final state the analysis performed for
the search of Rp conserved τ̃ → τ χ̃0

1 decay [30] have been
used: 7 events were selected for 7.5 expected, with an effi-
ciency of 31% which was rather stable in the τ̃ mass range
considered.

• Analysis of indirect slepton decays
In the case of the λ122 analysis, the case of maximum
efficiency was studied, namely the indirect smuon decay;
the selection criteria consisted of:

• charged multiplicity greater than or equal to four,
• at least three muons were required,
• the total leptonic energy greater than 80 GeV.

In the case of the λ133 analysis, the same criteria were
used as for the sneutrino searches. Efficiencies and results
are reported in Table 9.

3.4 Stop indirect decay

With a λ coupling, only the indirect decay of a squark
into a quark and a neutralino (or a chargino) is possi-
ble. In the case of stop pair production, each of the stops
decays into a charm quark and a neutralino, giving two
jets + four charged leptons + missing energy in the fi-
nal state. This signature is similar to the one produced
by the indirect decay of the heavier neutralino into χ̃0

1
and Z∗, with one of the Z giving two jets, and the other
giving two neutrinos. Therefore the analysis used in neu-
tralino and chargino searches (see 3.1) was also used in
this case. The highest efficiency was obtained when the
dominant coupling is λ122; in this case, the same anal-
ysis was used as for the neutralino and chargino decay
study (see Sect. 3.1.1), giving an efficiency of 34% for
mt̃ = 70 GeV/c2 and m

χ̃0 = 50 GeV/c2. A more detailed
study was performed to determine efficiencies in the case
of a dominant λ133 coupling, since it leads to the most
conservative limit on the stop mass. The same selection
criteria as described in Sect. 3.1.2 were used, but since
in the case of stop pair production the final state always
contains two jets, a minimum multiplicity of eight charged
particles was required. The distributions of the number of
identified leptons, of the missing energy and of the prod-
uct Ej

min × θj1,j2
min versus the number of charged particles

obtained after preselection criteria are shown on Fig. 6.

Table 10. Selection criteria for the stop indirect decay analysis

Selection criteria Data MC
at least one lepton
Ncharged ≥ 8
Echarged ≥ 18%

√
s, Etot ≥ 16%

√
s

missing pt > 5 GeV/c

27o ≤ Θmiss ≤ 153o

Emiss >30%
√

s 508 453 ± 7
El

max ≥ 5 GeV 347 315 ± 6
Θmin

lepton−chargedparticle ≥ 10o

if Nlepton ≤3 125 116 ±2
Nlepton ≥ 2 21 19.7 ± 1.3
log10(Y34) ≥ −2.5 18 17.5 ± 1.2
case of four jets :
at least four charged jets
Ej

min ∗ θj1,j2
min ≥ 5 GeV.rad

20o ≤ θjet ≤ 160o 3 4.9± 0.5

At least two identified leptons were required, and in
the case of two or three identified leptons, there had to
be no other charged particle in a 10◦ half cone around
them. The final criteria based on the jet characteristics
and topologies were slightly modified: first, log10(Y34) had
to be greater than -2.5, and second, in case of a four jet
topology, four charged jets were required and the value
of Ej

min × θjajb

min had to be greater than 5 GeV rad. Three
events remained after the selection procedure, with 4.9
expected from background contribution (see Table 10).

Selection efficiencies varied with the stop mass and
with the mass difference between the stop and the light-
est neutralino. If this mass difference was higher than
5 GeV/c2, the efficiency lay between 21 and 29%. In the
degenerate case (i.e the mass difference around 5 GeV/c2),
the efficiency decreased and lay between 15 and 19%. This
analysis was not optimized for topologies produced when
the mass difference is below 4 GeV/c2, therefore it was
not sensitive to the very degenerate case.

4 Interpretation of λ dominant searches
in terms of MSSM parameters

By performing the analyses described in the previous sec-
tions at

√
s = 183 GeV, no excess of events was found in
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Table 9. Slepton analyses: efficiency ranges in the different cases studied
and data and Monte Carlo events remaining after the applied selection.
Sleptons were generated with masses in the range 50–90 GeV/c2

Coupling Decay χ̃0
1 mass range Efficiency Selected events
in GeV/c2 range in % Data MC

λ122 µ̃→ µχ̃0
1 50-80 70-80 0 0.3±0.1

ẽ→ eχ̃0
1 50-80 35-39

µ̃→ µχ̃0
1 50-80 42-48

λ133 25-35 24-29 1 1.8±0.3
τ̃→ τχ̃0

1 35-45 25-32
45-80 26-34

Fig. 6. Stop indirect decay with the
λ133 coupling dominant. The two up-
per plots show the number of leptons
and the missing energy distributions for
real data (black dots), expected back-
ground from standard model processes
(hatched) and t̃t̃ signal (dotted line)
obtained during the preselection proce-
dure; the arrows indicate the cut values.
The signal has been scaled by an arbi-
trary factor in order to be visible. The
two lower plots show the value of Ej

min×
θj1,j2
min versus the number of charged par-

ticles for the data and the background
from standard model processes (on the
left) and for the signal (on the right) af-
ter the cut Nlepton ≥ 2; the horizontal
line illustrates the cut. The signal has
been generated for mt̃R

= 65 GeV/c2
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Fig. 7. Neutralino and chargino
searches in DELPHI data at 183 GeV
with a dominant λ coupling: regions
in µ, M2 parameter space excluded at
95 % C.L. for two values of tanβ and
two values of m0. The exclusion area
obtained from the λ133 search is shown
in light grey and the corresponding
area for the λ122 search is shown in
dark grey. The second exclusion area in-
cludes the first

the data with respect to the Standard Model expectation.
As a consequence, limits on the production cross-section
and the mass of the sparticles was set. Similar searches
performed by the other three LEP experiments have also
shown no evidence for 6Rp violating effects [31].

4.1 Results from neutralino and chargino studies

Both direct and indirect decays of pair production of
charginos and neutralinos were combined to give the ex-
clusion contours at 95 % C.L. in the µ, M2 plane. For
each coupling, the selection criteria were sensitive to most
of the possible decay channels of neutralinos and charginos
produced in the three processes considered ( χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1, χ̃0

2χ̃
0
1,

χ̃+
1 χ̃−

1 ). The number of expected events Nexp, for a given
set of MSSM parameters is:

Nexp = L×∑i=3
i=1 εiσi

where εi gives the efficiency for each process, σi the cor-
responding cross-section and L the integrated luminosity.
The number of signal events, N95, expected at the 95%
confidence level in the presence of background is given by
the standard formula [29]. All the points in the µ, M2
plane which satisfied the condition Nexp > N95 were ex-
cluded at 95% C.L. The exclusion contours for two values

of tanβ and m0 are shown on Fig. 7. The light grey area
shows the region excluded by the λ133 search and the dark
grey area the additional region excluded by the λ122 search
which, having a better efficiency, includes and extends the
λ133 region. One can consider these two searches as the
most and the least sensitive cases. The other couplings
have a sensitivity lying in between these two extremes,
therefore the reported results are valid for any choice of λ
coupling.

By considering the λ133 excluded area in the parame-
ter space, (i.e the most conservative case), when scanning
over m0 for several values of tanβ, a lower limit on neu-
tralino mass was obtained. For small values of m0, the
pair production of charginos is suppressed due to the de-
structive interference between the s and t-channel, but the
neutralino cross-section is enhanced due to the t-channel ẽ
exchange. Contrary to the R-parity conservation scenario,
as already explained, χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1 and χ̃0

1χ̃
0
2 lead to visible final

states, allowing to exclude such regions. For higher values
of m0, the chargino pair production dominates in most of
the parameter space. For any given tanβ, the most con-
servative limit on the neutralino mass was obtained from
this region, i.e high values of m0 (≥ 500 GeV/c2). The
result of the scan is shown in Fig. 8, which gives the neu-
tralino mass limit as a function of tanβ, independently of
the choice of m0.
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Fig. 8. The lightest neutralino mass as a function of tanβ at
95 % confidence level. This limit is independent of the choice
of m0 in the explored range and of the generation indices i,j,k
of the λijk coupling

The same procedure has been applied to determine
the most conservative lower limit on the chargino mass.
The result is less dependent on tanβ, allowing to almost
reach the kinematical limit for any value of tanβ. In sum-
mary out of this search, neutralinos with mass less than
27 GeV/c2 and charginos with mass less than 89 GeV/c2

were excluded at 95 % C.L.

4.2 Results from sneutrino studies

The pair production of sneutrinos decaying either directly
into two charged leptons each, or indirectly into a neu-
tralino and a neutrino was studied.

The efficiencies obtained from the 4l channels, for dif-
ferent values of the sneutrino mass, combined with the
results of the selection on data and background, allowed
the derivation of a limit on the cross-section as a func-
tion of the ν̃ mass, shown on Fig. 9. On the same plot the
MSSM cross-sections of e+e− → ν̃ ˜̄ν versus the ν̃ mass are
shown. The pair production cross-section of ν̃µ and ν̃τ de-
pends only on the ν̃ mass, whereas in the ν̃e case there is a
strong dependence on the chargino mass and field compo-
nent, due to the contribution of the t-channel chargino ex-
change. For chargino masses greater than ≈ 400 GeV/c2,
the production cross sections of all three sneutrino fami-
lies tend to be equal σ(e+e− → ν̃e˜̄νe) = σ(e+e− → ν̃µ˜̄νµ).
The dashed upper curve of the same plot shows the ν̃e
cross-section obtained for µ = −200 GeV/c2 and M2 =
100 GeV/c2, in which the corresponding chargino mass

ν mass (GeV/c2)

95
%

 C
.L

. σ
18

3 (
pb

)

~

~ ~

~ ~

Fig. 9. Sneutrino direct decay with λ coupling: the limit on
the ν̃ ˜̄ν production cross-section as a function of the mass or
different final states. The MSSM cross-sections are reported,
in order to derive a limit on the sneutrino mass in the case
of direct 6Rp decay. The dashed upper curve on the plot is
the ν̃e˜̄νe cross-section obtained for µ = −200 GeV/c2 and
M2 = 100 GeV/c2, the corresponding chargino mass lies be-
tween 90 and 120 GeV/c2

lies between 90 and 120 GeV/c2. From the direct topolo-
gies the most conservative limit on the sneutrino mass was
derived at 63 GeV/c2, as can be seen on the same figure.

The indirect decays of the sneutrinos lead to the same
signature as the neutralino 6Rp decay with additional miss-
ing energy. As in the chargino/neutralino study, the most
conservative limit was obtained from the λ133 coupling.
Taking into account the efficiencies obtained as a function
of sneutrino and neutralino masses and the analysis re-
sults, the 95% C.L exclusion region was derived in the mν̃ ,
mχ̃0

1
plane (Fig. 10). The largest exclusion domain was ob-

tained from e+e− → ν̃e˜̄νe process, at values of µ and M2
equal to -200 GeV/c2 and 100 GeV/c2 respectively and
a chargino mass close to the kinematic limit. The small-
est exclusion area was obtained from ν̃µ˜̄νµ, ν̃τ ˜̄ντ process,
but is also valid for ν̃e˜̄νe production in case of a heavy
chargino. The reduction of the exclusion domain for low
values of neutralino mass is due to the decrease of the se-
lection efficiencies at this area. Considering the sneutrino
indirect decays and when taking into account the limit on
the neutralino mass at 27 GeV/c2, sneutrinos with mass
lower than 62 GeV/c2 were excluded at 95% C.L.

In the same figure the limits obtained in the case of
direct ν̃ decay are shown. The line labelled λ233 corre-
sponds to ν̃µ pair production leading to a 4 τ final state.
This limit is lower than the one obtained for the indirect
decay into χ̃0

1ν via a λ133 coupling when mχ̃0 is greater
than 30 GeV/c2, since in this case the final state is a mix-
ing of 4τ , 1e3τ , 2e2τ , and the efficiency is slightly higher.
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Fig. 10. Sneutrino search with λ coupling: exclusion domain in
mχ̃0 versus mν̃ for ν̃ pair production cross-section; the diagonal
line separates the plot into two regions: in the upper part,
only the direct decay is allowed; in the lower part, the indirect
decay is dominant, so the exclusion limit also depends on the
neutralino mass. In both cases, only the most conservative limit
is shown for ν̃µ and ν̃τ production, and for the ν̃e in case of
chargino mass close to the kinematic limit
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Fig. 11. Slepton direct decay with λ coupling: the full line
shows the limit on the l̃l̃ cross-section as a function of the slep-
ton mass. The dashed curve gives the MSSM cross-section for
µ̃µ̃, τ̃ τ̃ production. The two dotted curves show the bounds
of the ẽẽ cross-section since it depends on the contribution
of the neutralino exchange in the t-channel (lower dotted
curve obtained for tanβ = 1.01, µ = −200 GeV/c2 and
m0 = 20 GeV/c2, upper dotted curve obtained for tanβ = 30,
µ = −200 GeV/c2 and m0 = 60 GeV/c2)
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Fig. 12. Slepton search with λ coupling: exclusion domain
in mχ̃0 versus ml̃ for the l̃ pair production cross-section; the
diagonal line separates the plot into two regions: in the upper
part, only the direct decay is allowed; in the lower part, the
indirect decay is dominant, so the exclusion limit depends also
on the neutralino mass. The limit is given by the direct decay

In summary, the most conservative limit from the sneu-
trino searches was derived by the indirect topologies lead-
ing to a lower bound on the sneutrino mass at 62 GeV/c2.

4.3 Results from charged slepton studies

To obtain conservative limits, the pair production of right-
handed sleptons was studied, since its cross-section is
smaller than the left-handed one for a given slepton mass.
Both direct decays of sleptons to charged sleptons and
neutrinos and indirect to neutralinos and charged leptons
were considered.

For the direct decay searches, the results obtained from
the three analyses described in Sect. 3.3 were combined
and limits on the production cross-section as a function of
slepton mass were derived at 95% C.L (Fig. 11). The figure
also shows the MSSM l̃R l̃R production cross-sections. A
lower limit on the slepton mass was set at 61 GeV/c2.

For the indirect decay searches, the most conserva-
tive limit was obtained considering the λ133 coupling as
stated before. From the results of the analyses described
in Sect. 3.3, an exclusion region was derived in the ml̃,
mχ̃0

1
plane (Fig. 12). As direct topologies lead to poorer

limits on slepton masses due to the higher remaining back-
ground, our present lower limit on slepton mass was set
by these studies at 61 GeV/c2 at 95% C.L.

4.4 Results from stop studies

From the study of the stop indirect decay to charm and
neutralino, with the subsequent 6Rp decay of the neutralino
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Fig. 13. Stop indirect decay with λ coupling: exclusion domain
in mχ̃0 versus mt̃ for the t̃1 pair production in case of maximal
decoupling to the Z boson; the diagonal line separates the plot
into two regions: in the upper part, no 6Rp decay of t̃ is allowed;
in the lower part, the indirect decay into cχ̃0

1 is allowed, so the
excluded area (hatched part) depends on the neutralino mass

in leptons, a lower limit on the stop pair production cross-
section was derived as a function of the stop and neu-
tralino masses. Using the efficiencies determined for var-
ious values of the neutralino mass, and considering the
lowest MSSM cross-section for the stop pair production
in case of a maximal decoupling to the Z boson (mix-
ing angle = 56◦), the exclusion limit was derived in the
mt̃, mχ̃0

1
plane, as shown in Fig. 13. Taking into account

our result on the neutralino mass limit of 27 GeV/c2 the
lower bound on stop mass is 61 GeV/c2 at 95% C.L., valid
for a mass difference between the stop and the neutralino
greater than 4 GeV/c2.

5 Conclusion

Searches for 6Rp effects in e+e− collisions at
√

s = 183 GeV
have been performed with the DELPHI detector. The pair
production of supersymmetric particles has been studied
for the λ type of 6Rp operators assuming that the LSP has
a negligible lifetime and that the λ couplings are strong
enough for the LSP to decay inside the detector. No ev-
idence for R-parity violation has been observed, allow-
ing the exclusion of a large domain of MSSM parameters.
In all cases the most conservative limit has been derived
which is valid for all the generation indices i,j,k of the
λijk coupling.

From the study of the neutralino and chargino direct
and indirect decays, a limit on the mass of the lightest neu-
tralino of 27 GeV/c2 has been deduced. This limit was set
independently of the choice of m0. Furthermore a chargino

with mass lighter than 89 GeV/c2 has been excluded at
95% confidence level.

Studies of both direct and indirect decays of charged
sleptons and sneutrinos have been performed. The most
conservative mass limit of 61 GeV/c2 on the charged slep-
tons has been obtained by the search for their direct 6Rp

decay, as opposed to the sneutrino case in which the most
conservative result was obtained for the indirect 6Rp decays
and led to a lower mass limit of 62 GeV/c2.

Finally, searches for indirect stop decay into a charm
quark and a neutralino and the subsequent decay of the
neutralino via λ couplings, led to a limit on the squark
mass of 61 GeV/c2 at 95% confidence level.
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